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This document presents an example of an Instrument landing system (ILS) approach performed with an
Airbus 320 at LFBO airport runway 32 left. This document does not present the full automatic ILS CAT IIIc
approach procedure and requirements.
ILS APPROACH WITH A320 - IVAO
PF APPROACH MODE PNF & APPROACH PHASE DO NOT CONFUSE APPROACH mode ARMING &
APPROACH phase ACTIVATION Once APPROACH phase is activated.
A320-ILS_Approach.pdf - scribd.com
airbus a320 Airbus A320 ILS Approach Landing If this site has helped you, then please take a minute and
consider to donate something: your support to our 100% free website will help us to extend our wings.
Airbus A320 ILS Approach Landing - SmartCockpit
During the approach phase of your flight, you must configure your aircraft for the ILS approach. 1. Take the
VOR frequency from charts : configure your radio navigation receiver VOR1 = 115.500 2. Take the ILS
course and interception altitude of the localizer from charts: configure the course and configure your descent
to this altitude.
VOR/DME APPROACH WITH A320 - IVAO
PF ILS APPROACH PNF IAF FAF Initial APP Interm. APP Final APP D APP PHASE ACTIVATION 15 NM
A320 -Version 04a
PF ILS APPROACH - SmartCockpit
VÃ-deo mostrando em detallhes a operaÃ§Ã£o e indicaÃ§Ãµes do PFD (Primary Flight Display) durante a
descida, aproximaÃ§Ã£o e pouso ILS em SBBR -Brasilia na pista 11L.
PFD DETAILED OPERATION ON APPROACH & LAND
Instrument Landing System ILS (Instrument Landing System) is a radio beam transmitter that provides a
VHF/UHF radio signal on the air in order to help the pilot to perform a precision approach.
CP ILS Approach A320 | Aviation | Aerospace Engineering
A320 INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT The purpose of this document is to supply some background and
concentrating knowledge and to be an assistance for Instructors in terms of properly delivering their briefing
and in order to be ready to answer trainees questions. This document does not replace the FCOMs, which
are the reference.
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